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DISPUTATION XV. 

On the sacramentals, or the ceremonies of the sacraments 

in general 

 

St. Thomas passed over this disputation in this matter, yet since, in each of the 

sacraments, we shall have to treat of the ceremonies of each with St. Thomas himself, 

it seemed necessary to premise in this place the things which can be common and 

general. For indeed, nearly all those headings which have been discussed generally 

by us about the sacraments can be disputed regarding these sacramentals: still, 

presupposing the things which we have said regarding the sacraments, everything 

will be able to be set out with greater dispatch. 

 

SECTION I. 

What is a ceremony or sacramental. 

 

First we ask, what is a ceremony, rather than whether ceremony exists, as much 

because it is per se notum that ceremonies exist; as also because, as we have said 

regarding the sacraments, the meaning of a word cannot be sufficiently explained in 

these matters, unless it is known at the same time what the thing itself is. One must 

therefore note, in the first place, that the name ‘ceremony’, if we attend to this word’s 

first imposition, or etymology, can mean any external worship of God which is done 

with a fixed and definite rite for the greater reverence of God. All Latins use the word 

in this meaning, which word they all draw from Cære, a city of Italy, or from the verb 

carendo, as one may see in St. Thomas 1.2. quæstio. 99. artic. 3. & St. Augustine 2. 

retract. cap. 37., and in this meaning is ‘ceremony’ used in the ancient scripture, 

wherever it speaks of the legal ceremonies. And so under this word are comprehended 

the sacraments, sacrifices, sacred things [sacra], and observances, to which four 

headings St. Thomas, 1.2. quæst. 101. artic. 4. reduces all the ceremonies of the old 

law. Of these, what the first two are has been sufficiently explained in what we have 

said above: and we shall speak of sacrifice in particular afterward, when treating of 

the Mass: and sacra are called by St. Thomas those things which are as it were 

instruments, or things deputed to carrying out sacrifices, or ministering sacraments, 

such as sacred vessels, vestments, churches, and whatever other things are similar: 

while he calls ‘observances’ all the actions which worshipers of God employ in order 

to dispose themselves to the worship of God, such as fasts, genuflexion, the use of 

the sign of the cross, and suchlike. Now in the present matter, we do not use the word 

‘ceremony’ in this broadest meaning, but we adapt it to the sacramental ceremony, 

and by Theologians it is usually simply called a ‘sacramental’. By this word we mean 

certain religious actions or circumstances, which the Church observes in the 
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administration of the sacraments, or the oblation of the sacrifice, and which are apart 

from those which are of the essence, or substance of the sacrifice, such as, in Baptism 

for example, the Unction, the Exorcism, and other things of this sort. 

Secondly, it must be observed that these ceremonies, if they be taken materially 

(so to speak), are various and multiple, such that they can be distinguished by all the 

predicaments: for some are sometimes placed in the substance of some thing, as, for 

example, that natural water, and no other, is mixed with the wine to be consecrated: 

that Unction is made with the oil of olives, etc. Some can be reduced to quantity, 

either continuous, such as that water is mixed with wine in a very small quantity; or 

discrete, such as that Baptism is done with three immersions: Again, others can be 

reduced to quality, such as that bread be leavened, or unleavened; that a vestment be 

of this shape, or color. Moreover, some can be reduced to relation, because they are 

considered sacred only on account of a certain deputation or extrinsic blessing, such 

as blessed oil, and other things of this sort. Likewise, some consist in the 

determination of time or place, such as churches and feast days. Others pertain to 

holy and decent vesture or demeanor. Others are reduced to position, such as 

genuflexion. Others, finally, consist in action or passion, and these are the more 

frequent: under which are comprehended prayers, gestures, signs, and similar things; 

no indeed, all the others which have been enumerated, pertain to ceremonies or 

sacramentals, inasmuch as they are to be observed in the use of some sacred action. 

Whence it is, that these ceremonies can also be distinguished according to the seven 

circumstances of moral acts, which are enumerated by the moral Philosophers and 

Theologians, such as circumstance of place, time, person, mode, and suchlike. 

Thirdly, it must be observed that it is common to all these ceremonies, that they 

be ordered to the divine worship: indeed they are instituted with this intent, and 

observed by the Church, in order that the use of the sacraments or the sacrifice be 

done with greater reverence and devotion. This, therefore, is common to the 

sacramental ceremonies with the sacraments themselves, or with the sacrifice, that 

they are external acts of the virtue of religion. Yet the former differ from the latter, 

in that the sacrifice contains the supreme worship of God, by which worship we 

profess the excellence of God through the sacrificing or changing of something 

offered: and the sacraments are ordered to the sanctification of the faithful, which 

sanctification they signify and confer, especially in the new law. But the sacramentals 

are ordered to the worship of God by means of the sacrifice, or by means of some 

sacrament (so to speak), for proximately, they are referred to reverence, or the more 

fitting mode of offering the sacrifice, or of administering the sacrament. The 

sacramentals can differ amongst themselves, either in the external rite, as has been 

said; or also in the end: because some concern the sacraments more nearly, and some 

more remotely; some are ordered chiefly to a kind of fitting and religious adornment; 

such as, for example, that a chalice be of silver, or something of this sort; some are 

ordered to greater reverence, such as that the Eucharist be taken by one who has 

fasted: some also contain a sacred signification, such as, that the baptized be clothed 
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in a white garment, etc.; and finally, some are ordered also to some spiritual effect, 

or at least imperfect sanctification, as we shall say later. 

From these things, therefore, it is clear what is a ceremony, which is what we here 

discuss. It is an exterior religious action, or a circumstance or condition thereof, 

instituted for the adornment or due worship of the sacraments or sacrifice. The reason 

of this description is sufficiently clear from what has been said, and from usage, and 

from the intent of the present disputation: for here we do not discuss all external 

worship, but only that worship which is as it were a circumstance of a sacrament, and 

is distinguished from its substance, and is as it were an accident thereof: this, 

therefore, is the proper character of the sacramental ceremony, as we treat of it now. 

Yet it is true, and worthwhile to note, that the ceremonies of the sacraments are 

generally of the same character as certain other rites, which are done and observed 

outside of the sacraments: thus the word sacramental can frequently be used more 

broadly, and the doctrine regarding these ceremonies of the sacraments can in great 

part be extended to others. And many authors dispute in this way regarding these 

ceremonies or sacramentals, especially, Waldensis in an entire tome de 

sacramentalibus. Hosius in Confessione catholica capit. 37. & at greater length in 

cap. 86. et seqq. & Lindanus libr. 4. Panapl. cap. 97. et seqq. Bellarmine libr. 2. de 

sacrament. in gen. capit. 29. and the older authors, who have written about the 

Ecclesiastical rites or offices, such as Isidore, Alcuin, Amalarius, Durandus, and 

others, and Rabanus lib. 1. de institut. Cler. from cap. 27. Hugo Victor. libr. 2. de 

sacram. part. 4. & 5. afterwards in the following parts discussing the individual 

sacraments. 

 

SECTION II. 

Whether the use of sacramentals is religious and holy, and befitting the Church. 

 

Many heretics have said that these rites of the Church are superstitious and illicit, 

yet in various ways, and from diverse principles. For some have condemned all 

external worship of God entirely, but since these ones overturn everything, there is 

no reason to dispute in particular with them in this place; for they not only destroy 

entirely the accidents, but even the substance of the sacrifice and the sacrament: 

sufficient against these, therefore, are the things which we have said regarding the 

necessity and usefulness of the sacraments, and what we shall say afterwards on 

sacrifice; and what has been said regarding the use and veneration of images, in the 

first tome of this third part, around quæst. 25. can also be consulted, for here it is 

necessary to treat from more proper principles and arguments. 

Others, therefore, reprehend the Ecclesiastical ceremonies, for that they are 

human inventions, without divine precept or authority contained in the divine 

scriptures. These ones think, that it is indeed permitted to worship God with external 

worship, yet with none but that which has been commanded to us in sacred scripture. 

In this foundation various errors are also contained, which are to be assaulted in other, 

more appropriate places. The first error is, that only those things which have been 
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written, but not those which are had from tradition, are to be retained in the Church, 

and held in veneration, contrary to Paul in 2 Thessalon. 2. who says: Hold the 

traditions which you have learned, whether by word, or by our epistle. For without 

tradition, neither could the divine scripture be discerned from the profane. Regarding 

this matter, one can read Basil lib. de Spiritu sancto. cap. 27. Irenaeus lib. 3. contra 

hæres. cap. 3. Cyprian Epist. 72. at the end, Epiphanius lib. 4. hær. 71. Jerome dialog. 

contra Luciferian. Augustine lib. 4. de Bapt. cap. 24. The second error is, that only 

that external worship of God is licit which has been commanded and given by God 

himself. This error is most absurd. For in the first place, it has no foundation in any 

scripture or tradition: for in divine scripture we instead read, that in any time, or state, 

men, of their own will and choice, and without a special precept of God, have 

worshiped God externally in various ways: thus Genes. 4. Abel offered sacrifice from 

the firstborn of his flock: and Noah in cap. 8. erected an altar, and offered sacrifice 

of many cattle; and Jacob in cap. 28. made a vow, and offered tithes to God. In the 

old law, although many things were prescribed by divine law, yet voluntary worship, 

either public or private, was never prohibited; rather, in Leviticus 23. after various 

kinds of sacrifices, and festivities have been commanded, it is added: Besides your 

gifts, and those things that you offer by vow, or which you shall give to the Lord 

voluntarily. And in Esther 9. Judith 16. 1. Machab. 4. certain festivities are read to be 

introduced by human law besides those which were commanded in the divine law. 

Now in the law of grace there is nowhere discovered this prohibition made by Christ. 

Rather, if we are to imitate his example, it is clear from the Gospel, that he often used 

external ceremonies, either by lifting his eyes, and pouring out external thanks and 

prayer, or by taking bread in his hands, blessing it, raising his eyes to heaven. Luc. 9. 

& 22. or praying on bended knees, or falling to the earth, Matth. 26. & Luc. 22. or 

breathing upon the Apostles, to give to them the holy Spirit: or finally by raising his 

hands to bless the disciples, Luc. 24. On account of this, since the heretics deny that 

one is to believe what is not written, let them show where this command is written, 

by which all exterior, free, and spontaneous worship of God is prohibited, so that we 

may believe them, for it is most certain that this precept is not had from tradition 

alone, since we instead have the contrary from tradition; as has been said, and as shall 

be said soon at greater length. But neither can they pretend that this is prohibited by 

the natural law: instead, the law of nature, which teaches that God is to be worshiped 

by man with external acts and signs, either because he is the author of the soul, and 

the body, and thus ought to be worshiped with the acts of both, or because, since man 

is constituted of soul and body, much in the actions of the soul depends upon the 

actions of the body, and the one assists in better exercising the acts of the other: the 

law of nature itself, I say, which teaches this, does not of itself determine actions of 

this sort: because although, perhaps, some acts by themselves immediately appear to 

be more apt for worship of this sort, such as vocal prayer, praise, genuflexion, 

elevation of the hands, beating of the breast; yet neither are these so determined to 

the worship of God, that other similar ones cannot be referred to other persons, nor 

are they so necessary, that the same religious intent cannot be signified in other 
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modes. This mode, therefore, is not determined by the law of nature itself: whence it 

comes about necessarily, that the voluntary mode of worshiping God externally is not 

prohibited by this law, but is left to be determined either by positive law, or surely by 

the choice of each and every man. Therefore, this is always licit, as long as it is not 

prohibited by a special divine, or human law; so long as it is done prudently and 

decently. But the heretics say, that although spontaneous worship of this sort can be 

licit in the new law, yet it is not licit to command it, in such a way that its omission 

be reputed a sin: because this is contrary to the privilege of the law of grace, which 

is the law of liberty; for to be subjected in this way to these ceremonies and rites, is 

a great servitude. But in this is inculcated the third error, by which they deny that the 

Church has the power of commanding and ordering those things, which should be 

necessary for the fitting mode of dispensing the sacraments. The contrary of which 

has been defined by the Tridentine Council, sess. 21. can. 2. and this error is 

impugned explicitly in the matter on laws and Ecclesiastical power, and in the 

following section we shall produce some things regarding it. 

Others, finally, do not generally condemn all ceremonies, but inveigh in particular 

against those which the Roman Church now observes, because they say they are vain 

and superstitious. But here is not the place to speak of each; but rather, when we 

discuss each of the sacraments, where we shall show clearly, that this is a false 

calumny. But that which is general to all, namely, that they are done by us with the 

intention of worship, and as pertaining to the virtue of religion, this (I say) they say 

to be superstitious, because although in passing on the sacraments it is necessary to 

observe the mode, and due circumstances, so that all things might be done decently, 

and according to order, as it is said in 1 Corinth. 14., yet they wish this to be the case 

only on account of a kind of human policy, but not from the intention of worship and 

religion: for they say this is superstitious. This error cannot but be founded upon one 

of the things rejected above: for, if the voluntary exterior worship of God, as 

prescribed by human law, is not evil, and superstitious, neither will it also be evil to 

intend it; therefore, neither will it be evil of itself, to observe the sacramental 

ceremonies with this intention. 

Passing over the opinions of the heretics, therefore, it should be said: the use of 

sacramental ceremonies, which the Church now observes, is pious, and pertains, at 

least secondarily, to the worship of God, and is useful in no small measure to the 

Church and the faithful. The conclusion is of faith, regarding all its parts, as is 

gathered from the Tridentine Council, session 7. can. 13. de sacramentis in genere: 

where it defines that these rites, accustomed to be used in the solemn administration 

of the sacraments, and received, and approved by the Catholic Church, are to be 

observed and retained. The conclusion can also be shown from the general principle, 

that the Church is not able to err in the things which pertain to faith and mores: but 

now, to observe religious and useful, and non-superstitious ceremonies, pertains most 

of all to the good mores of the Church. Next, that these ceremonies are decent, is 

sufficiently clear from what we have said against the heretics: because they are not 

evil from their object, nor from any circumstance which they by themselves require. 
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Indeed, no circumstance of this sort can be dreamt up, or assigned. Again, from the 

proximate end, they are ordered to the decent and fitting mode of administering the 

sacraments: therefore, just as the administration of the sacraments pertains to religion, 

so also the observance of these ceremonies, insofar as it is of itself, and from its end: 

and thus they are said to pertain to secondary worship, not only because they contain 

external worship, but also because, in that very external worship, they are as it were 

the accidents of other more noble actions, namely, the sacrifice, and the sacraments. 

Finally, from this end, the usefulness of these ceremonies is easily gathered: they 

bring it about, in the first place, that the sacraments themselves be treated with due 

honor, and held in greater esteem and reverence, for since their substance consists in 

few words and exterior actions, or things which in outward appearance are more 

common, and of the meanest order—unless the mind be elevated, by the apparatus 

and significance of ceremonies, to thinking in some way about the mysteries 

contained under those signs, and to conceiving the devotion and reverence due to 

them, they would easily become worthless and disdained, especially by coarser men, 

who generally are led by the senses. Thus, by these ceremonies, the Christian people 

is taught that, under sensible things great mysteries are contained, and thus are to be 

treated with great veneration. Secondly, these ceremonies confer to a greater kind of 

understanding and recollection of the mysteries of the faith, such as, for example, to 

use the sign of the cross in nearly all the sacraments, as is clear from Pope Stephen 

in c. Numquid. de Consecr. d. 5. and Augustine tract. 118. in Ioan. and serm. 19. de 

Sanctis; this is done, in order that, by that sign, the faithful are reminded that the 

power of the sacraments derives from Christ’s death. Similarly, when in Baptism 

there are first performed Exorcisms, and insufflations, the faithful are taught, that the 

child, before he is baptized, is under the power of the devil on account of original sin, 

and thus Augustine often uses this fact to prove original sin from the usage and 

tradition of the Church, as can be seen in libr. 1. de Peccato. merit. & remis. capit. 

34. and libr. 6. contra Iulian. cap. 2. and other examples can be seen in Pope Leo 

epistol. 81. and Innocent I. epist. 1. Nor does it matter, that not all the faithful 

understand these mysteries: for it is enough, that they be understood by the Doctors, 

who can teach the simpler ones about those of which they are capable, or which it is 

necessary for them to know; indeed, for men of this sort, more frequently sufficient 

is that wonder which the gravity, and authority of the ceremonies causes in them; 

under these ceremonies they immediately conceive that something sacred is 

contained, although they do not know what it is. Thirdly, by these ceremonies the 

devotion of the faithful is preserved and increased, as Augustine rightly teaches, libr. 

de Cura pro mort. agend. cap. 5. and Epistol. 119. cap. 11., who yet adds in cap. 19 

that one must take care, that this burden of ceremonies not become too great; for it is 

able to be so great, that it distracts and impedes the mind. Observing only this 

moderation and prudent counsel, as it is in fact observed by the Church, all the 

objections and calumnies which the heretics can think up fall to ruin. Fourthly and 

finally, these ceremonies can serve to distinguish the faithful people from the infidel, 

and to commend the unity of the Church, as Innocent has signified above, and the 
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fourth Council of Toledo can. 2. and thus the Church diligently avoids, in ceremonies 

and observances of this sort, all consortium and apparent similitude with the Jews, or 

other infidels, as is gathered from Augustine in the aforesaid Epist. 119. and 

Epiphanius lib. 3. contra hæres. at the end, where he amasses many things regarding 

these ceremonies. 

 

SECTION III. 

Who is able to institute, change, or minister the sacramental ceremonies. 

 

We have spoken of the substance and character of these ceremonies; it follows 

that we must speak of their causes. And the final cause has indeed already been 

explained. The material or formal cause cannot be defined in general; but in each, it 

is to be observed according to the manner of institution. Thus it can only be said 

generally, that the intrinsic form, as it were, and matter of each and every ceremony 

consists in the rite which has been instituted and determined by one having power. 

Therefore it remains that we must speak of the efficient cause; which can be twofold, 

just as we have said of the sacraments, namely, the instituting cause, and the 

ministering cause. 

Therefore I say firstly, that the Sacramental ceremonies which are apart from the 

substance of the sacraments, even if they have been introduced at different times in 

imitation of or after the example of Christ, yet are not immediately instituted by him. 

The first part is clear, partly from what has been said in the preceding section; and 

partly again it can readily be shown by examples: for in confecting the Eucharist, 

there came from the example of Christ the mixing of water with wine, as Cyprian 

testifies, epist. 63, and from the same source came the custom of the Latin Church, 

of confecting with unleavened rather than leavened bread; and similar examples can 

easily be adduced, which we shall follow through on more extensively when 

discussing the individual sacraments. The posterior part, therefore, is gathered from 

the Tridentine Council, session 21. cap. 2. which teaches, the substance of the 

sacraments being untouched. What remains, has been committed to the Church: 

which we shall confirm more extensively in the conclusion which follows: therefore 

it is a sign, that the ceremonies which are aside from the substance of the sacraments, 

were not prescribed in particular by Christ the Lord. This can be confirmed secondly, 

from negative authority; because it is clear neither from scripture, nor from tradition, 

that Christ the Lord instituted ceremonies of this sort, or commanded them in 

particular. It is rather a dogma received by all theologians, that Christ, in the new law, 

gave no precepts besides those of the faith and of the sacraments.1 Thirdly, the same 

is gathered from usage. For in these ceremonies one discovers a variety in the Church 

according to the diversity of times and places, the invariable substance of the 

sacraments remaining: therefore it is a sign, that this substance only is of divine law, 

 
1 Suárez explicitly refers to this “dogma received by all theologians” elsewhere, in De religione, lib. II, cap. iv, 

n. 8; De legibus, lib. X, cap. ii, n. 20. Cf. also St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiæ IaIIæ, q. 108, aa. 1-2; 

Quodlib. IV, q. 8, a. 2 [alt. 13] co.  
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and immediately defined by Christ the Lord. Fourthly, a reason or congruence is 

drawn hence for this assertion, for the sacraments are ordered to the spiritual 

sanctification of men, which sanctification was principally intended by Christ the 

Lord, and thus it was necessary that it be instituted by him as the author of our 

salvation and grace. And the same is always to be understood regarding the sacrifice, 

for this must also have been instituted by Christ; because it contains the proper and 

principal worship of God; and because in it was to be offered Christ himself. Finally, 

it was necessary for the greater unity and stability of the Church, that these things 

which are as it were the foundations of the Church, be immutable from the institution 

of Christ. But it is not necessary that the rest, which are accidental, be thus instituted 

and defined, because it is expedient, according to the diversity of times, that they be 

varied. Whence this also pertains to the perfection of the Evangelical law; for in the 

old law, because it was the law of servitude, consisting more in exterior burdens than 

in the interior spirit of grace, most of the ceremonies were given and commanded by 

divine institution: but the new law is the law of grace and the spirit; and thus in it 

Christ only gave those things which are the necessary means or useful instruments 

for obtaining grace; but the rest he committed to his Church to be appointed by her.2 

Therefore I say secondly; that Christ the Lord has bestowed upon the Church the 

power of instituting these ceremonies: which has been exercised partly by the 

Apostles, partly by their successors the Bishops, and Pontiffs, and this is the kind of 

origin had for the ceremonies which the Church now observes. This whole assertion, 

as regards the thing contained in it, is de fide, as is clear from the Council of Trent, 

sess. 7. can. 13. de sacram. in genere, and session 21. cap. 2. and for its confirmation 

it adduces the words of Paul in 1 Corinth. 4. Let a man so account of us as of the 

ministers of Christ, and the dispensers of the mysteries of God. And from 1 Corinth. 

11. The rest I will set in order, when I come: where Paul was speaking about the rite 

to be observed in the dispensation of the Eucharist. Also treating of this, Augustine, 

epist. 118. cap. 6. says, Christ did not command, in what order it would be taken, so 

that it would be for the Apostles, through whom He was to manage the Church, to 

watch over this matter. Secondly, this power [potestas] is sufficiently proved from 

its very use; for power [potentia] is rightly inferred from actualities: now it is clear, 

that this usage is not recent in the Church, but began in the times of the Apostles, 

according to Pope Clement in epist. 2. decret. and lib. 7. constit. Apost. c. 23. and 

often in those books and Epistles, and Dionysius in the whole book de Eccl. Hierarch. 

where he shows these rites in almost every chapter, and declares their meanings. And 

in cap. 1. he says first of all, that they are from Apostolic tradition. Likewise Innocent 

I in epist. 1. teaches, that ceremonies of this sort in the Latin Church took their origin 

from the Apostle Peter: similarly, Pope Leo, in epist. 81, speaking of the ceremonies 

to be observed in the ordination of a priest, says that they are had from the tradition 

of the Fathers. Whence Tertullian, in his book De corona militis, cap. 3. where he 

 
2 For prior appearances, in notable authors, of this difference between the Old and New Law which Suárez here 

sets down, cf. St. Thomas Aquinas, Quodlibet IV, q. 8 a. 2 (alt. a. 13) co.; and Juan de Torquemada, In primam 

Gratiani, in c. Lector, dist. 34, n. 3 (ed. Venet. 1578, tom. I, p. 318; cf. MS. Vat.lat. 2267, fol. 265v). 

https://archive.org/details/sanctithomaeaqui09thom/page/514/mode/2up
https://www.digitale-sammlungen.de/en/view/bsb10144746?page=320,321
https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Vat.lat.2267
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speaks of observing unwritten traditions. The chief example he gives is these 

ceremonies of the sacraments. This Origen also does in homil. 5 in Numer., giving 

the example of these ceremonies, and says that they are given by the great Pontiff, 

and his sons, and are to be observed by all, although the reason of all of them be not 

clear to all. We read the same in Basil, lib. 1. de Spiritu Sancto cap. 27, and frequently 

in Augustine, Epist. 118. and 119. where, especially in cap. 15. he says, that many of 

them have been established by the Councils of the Fathers, and in cap. 18. he 

constitutes an excellent rule. Whatever are not repugnant to good mores, nor to the 

faith, and contain something of an exhortation to a better life, wherever they may be 

seen to be instituted, they are not to be condemned, but praised, and followed. And 

in lib. de Nup. cap. 20. and lib. 6. contra Iulian. cap. 2. where he says, that ceremonies 

of this sort are observed with true faith by the whole Church. Thirdly, it can be 

proved, that in the Church there is power of this sort given by Christ, from another 

more universal power, which Christ left to his Church in his Vicar in order to rule it 

in a fitting manner, according to the words, Feed my sheep. John 21. which matter is 

more broadly treated in 2.2. q. 1. art. 10. for under this universal power, it is 

necessary, that there be contained another power of which we treat here. Firstly, 

because since this power is spiritual, it is ordered principally to divine worship and 

to the good of souls, and therefore it pertains to it to establish the due mode for 

observing order in the Church, in the rite and ceremonies necessary for the fitting 

administration of the sacraments. Finally because, since Christ the Lord did not 

institute these things immediately himself, this power was necessary for the Church: 

otherwise the sacraments would not be able to be dispensed with due reverence; and 

there would be infinite confusion in the Church, if this was committed to the will of 

each and every man. Whence also in the law of nature, in order that the public worship 

of God be carried out in a due mode, through oblations or sacrifices, or public prayers 

and praises, or other observances, there was power in the commonwealth for 

prescribing the mode, and the rite in worship of this sort, and in its ceremonies, as we 

shall say more extensively below, when treating of sacrifice: therefore much more so 

was this power necessary in the new law, a more lofty power of a higher character, 

to the degree that divine worship in this law is more lofty, and more supernatural. 

Now if such power is in the Church, it cannot but reside in its pastors, the princes of 

whom were the Apostles; whom the Bishops succeed; amongst whom the Supreme 

Pontiff has supreme power; from whom all other Ecclesiastical power depends: for 

only he properly speaking is able to institute something, which obliges the universal 

Church: for although a general Council is capable of this, yet it cannot do so without 

the authority of the Pontiff, who congregates and confirms it. Yet private Bishops in 

their Dioceses can institute some rites and ceremonies, which may not be contrary to 

the universal law or tradition of the Church, just as we have read that Ambrose, 

Chrysostom, and others did, and even in our time we see them in use, because all 

Bishops are the ordinary pastors, and rulers of their Churches, and thus they have 

sufficient jurisdiction for acts of this sort, just as they are able to command a fast, or 

the observance of some feast day, and other things of this sort. It is sufficiently clear, 
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therefore, that this power is in the Church: and its use is very well known by the very 

evidence of things. Now what ceremonies have been instituted by the Apostles, what 

by Councils, or Pontiffs, is to be treated in particular, when we discuss the individual 

sacraments. Here, generally, no better rule can be given, than the popular one, which 

is in Augustine, lib. 4. de Bap. cap. 24. When things are observed by the universal 

Church, and are read always to have been observed, and are found to be instituted in 

no Council, or decree of the supreme Pontiff, it is a sign that they derive from 

Apostolic tradition, such as e.g. that the Eucharist be taken by those who have fasted, 

that water be mixed with the wine to be consecrated, etc. But in these, some are 

absolutely received in the whole Church, both Greek, and Latin, such as the things 

which we have said: while others have been received in the whole Latin Church, yet 

not in the Greek, or contrariwise, such as that consecration be made with unleavened, 

or leavened bread, which can also have derived from the Apostles. For since the 

different Apostles preached in different regions, and founded Churches, they were 

able to introduce or hand on diverse rites in these things which depend on human 

judgment. An excellent example of this is in that ancient controversy regarding the 

celebration of Pascha, in which the Orientals contended that the rite of celebrating 

Pascha on the fourteenth Moon, on whatever day of the week that should fall, had 

been passed on to them from John the Evangelist: while the Romans, and the 

Occidentals have always taught, from the tradition of Peter, that Pascha is to be 

celebrated on the Lord’s day. Which rite the Council of Nicea afterward commanded 

to be observed by the whole Church, and in a similar way there are other universal 

ceremonies, which it is clear have been instituted by the Pontiffs; such as holy water, 

etc. But other rites of particular regions or Dioceses have been introduced from the 

private consuetudes or ordinances of Bishops. 

Whence are understood the words of the cited Canon of the Tridentine Council, 

sess. 7 can. 13 where it says thus: If any one saith, that the received and approved 

rites of the Catholic Church, wont to be used in the solemn administration of the 

sacraments, may be contemned, or without sin be omitted at pleasure by the ministers, 

or be changed, by any pastor whomever of the churches, into other new ones; let him 

be anathema. These words are to be understood chiefly of the universal rites received 

in the universal Church, especially the Roman Church, of which rites the Council 

does not say, that they can be changed by no pastor, but not by whomever: for they 

cannot be changed by inferior Bishops: because universal rites such as these, as I 

have said, have their origin from a more universal and superior power: but inferiors 

are not able to derogate those things which have been instituted and commanded by 

a superior. Now the supreme Pontiff, from the plenitude of his power, would be able 

to change rites of this sort: because his power is not inferior, but is the same as that 

from which rites of this sort took their origin. Yet he never does or will do this without 

great necessity or utility, especially in these observances which are most ancient in 

the Church, and are believed to have been given by the Apostles, and perpetually 

observed. And one must judge, with the same proportion, of the private ceremonies 

of particular Episcopates. For these can also be changed by Bishops, if they should 
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think it expedient, when they have not been confirmed by the proper authority of the 

supreme Pontiff, for the same reason. Yet one must beware of scandal in changes of 

this sort, and consideration of divine worship and the fruit of souls must always be 

kept in mind for the opportunity of times and places. 

I say thirdly, that just as these sacramentals have been instituted by the Church, 

so their ministers are those who, according to the same institution of the Church, have 

been designated for this. The reason is clear, because it pertains to him to designate 

the minister of some action or ministry, to whom it belongs to institute such an action 

or ministry. For that is as it were a part of the institution. Now who have been 

designated by the Church to carry out sacramentals of this sort, cannot be said in 

general, until we descend to each one: for some can be done by a simple priest: some 

by a Bishop, and some only the supreme Pontiff administers, such as to consecrate 

the agnus Dei candles. Speaking in particular of the sacramentals which are as it were 

circumstances of the solemn administration of some sacrament, he is able regularly 

speaking to minister such sacramentals, who is able to confer such a sacrament as its 

minister ex officio. From this Durandus rightly gathers, in 4. dist. 2. quæst. 1. num. 

8, that in this matter a change can be made by the supreme Pontiff. For those 

sacramentals, which now only a Bishop is able to effect, can be committed to a simple 

priest from the ordinance of the Pontiff: because since these are of positive law, they 

can be changed by him who has supreme power in that sort of law. But whether this 

ministry can be committed to any inferior cleric, or even to a layman, shall be 

discussed expressly in the treatise on the sacrament of Orders. 

 

SECTION IV. 

Whether these sacramentals have any spiritual effect. 

 

It is not a question of effects ex opere operantis, or from the nature of the work itself: 

for it is certain, that these acts, since they are the worthy and religious worship of God, of 

themselves are apt for merit, and satisfaction, if the worker is in grace, and observes, or 

works all these things with due intention and mode: because such observance is pleasing 

to God: therefore, of itself it merits with him the effect of grace ex opere operantis. 

Whence we read, that sometimes the Saints have suffered Martyrdom, rather than scorn 

the Ecclesiastical ceremonies, as Tertullian elegantly relates in libro de Corona militis; 

and in scripture we have the example of the Macchabees: for in these ceremonies there is 

contained a certain sort of profession of faith, and religion: therefore if it be done in due 

manner, it will be very meritorious, according to Romans 10. Confession is made unto 

salvation; and Matth. 10. He who shall confess me before men, I will also confess him 

before my Father. It is likewise clear, that ceremonies of this sort are of themselves apt 

for rousing the memory, understanding and devotion toward God, and divine things; as 

has been shown above; and I call these connatural effects to the work itself. The question 

therefore regards some effect by way of the work worked [opus operatum], which effect 

is conjoined with such a work from a special power or efficacy or promise added to it by 

force of institution. But there is reason for doubt: because these sacramentals, as has been 
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said, have been instituted by the Church: but now, the Church does not seem to have the 

power to promise, or confer any spiritual effect ex opere operato. But there is reason for 

the contrary, because all authors who write of these sacramentals, attribute some spiritual 

force to them. 

In order that we might respond more distinctly; we shall distinguish all the effects 

which seem to be able to be attributed to these sacramentals. The first is, habitual 

sanctifying grace [gratia gratum faciens]. The second, some sort of help, or good 

movement of grace. The third, the remission of sin, at least venial. The fourth, the 

remission of some temporal punishment, the guilt of which usually remains when fault 

has been remitted. The fifth, the expulsion of a demon, or the restraining of the same from 

doing harm. The sixth, some temporal convenience, such as health, or something of this 

sort. Now it should be observed, that when we inquire whether sacramentals have effects 

of this sort, it does not mean, whether all and each of them confer all of them; because 

not all have the same effects, nor have they been instituted for the same ends: which is to 

be gathered from the institution of each, and the manner in which they are accomplished: 

the sense therefore is indefinite: whether, in the whole breadth of the sacramentals, there 

are some which confer these effects. 

Regarding the first effect, it is certain, that grace ex opere operato is not conferred by 

these sacramentals: since, if they had this, they would not then be sacramentals, but 

sacraments: whence, with the reasons by which we have proved above, that the Church 

does not have the power of instituting sacraments, it can also be proved, that she could 

not have given to these ceremonies the power to confer grace ex opere operato. 

Regarding the second effect; some attribute to these sacramentals the power to arouse 

in us some good motion of grace ex opere operato. This opinion is usually attributed to 

St. Thomas infra q. 83. art. 3. where he says, that the church, and other things consecrated 

by the Church, have a certain sort of spiritual power, by which they are rendered apt for 

divine worship, where Cajetan says, that this power is not something qualitative 

superadded to these consecrated things, which is most certain: otherwise there would have 

to be imagined to be in the consecrated church some spiritual quality inhering in it, and 

permanent in it, so long as the consecration perdures; which not only is absurd, but also 

ridiculous: Cajetan therefore says, that it is a certain hability, which he calls a spiritual 

power in an inchoative sense; through which things of this sort become suitable to arouse 

in us devotion, and reverence, as instruments of God. With these words Cajetan signifies, 

that these sacramentals confer this effect by means of a true physical efficient power. 

Following Cajetan is Soto d. 13. q. 2. ar. 3. St. Thomas also favors it q. 71. art. 3. saying, 

that the unction which is performed on the head of the one baptized, confers a help to 

preserve baptismal grace; and by means of the figurative saliva and the priestly act, divine 

power works the salvation of the catechumen. Which he drew from Rabanus, lib. 1. de 

institutione Cleric. c. 27. But the opinion of others is, that things of this sort have no other 

power to arouse a good motion of this sort, except that which we have said follows from 

the nature of the thing, from its pleasing significance, or from its deputation to divine 

worship: just as images excite devotion, as do writings, or words. The reason is, that there 
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appears no foundation for attributing to these things a greater efficacy for the effect of 

grace of this sort. 

But in this matter, it seems that a kind of middle way should be held: for there are 

some amongst sacramentals of this sort, which are only deputed to the divine worship 

without any special consecration, or benediction, such as images, some ornaments, and 

some palls, or oratoricals, and things similar to these: while there are some, which 

although they are blessed, yet in the orations or other ceremonies, in which the 

benediction occurs, an effect of this sort is not asked for, as one may see in the blessing 

of candles, etc. But there are others, which are consecrated and blessed, by praying and 

asking for an effect of this sort, as is clear in the benediction of the sacerdotal vestments, 

etc. It should be said therefore in the first place, that in none of the sacramentals is there 

power ex opere operato to give an effect of this kind. And firstly, that they are not physical 

instruments, is proved; because although it does not imply contradiction, yet neither is 

there a need, nor any foundation for asserting it: and why would we affirm without 

sufficient foundation, that there has been given to the Church the power to institute and 

elevate sensible things in order that they be physical instruments of spiritual effects? 

Otherwise with the same facility one could say, that the Church has power to institute 

physical instruments of grace; because it is no less supernatural, that a church or another 

similar thing effect in the soul a supernatural act of grace, than that water effect the habit 

of grace. Likewise, just as it is proper to God to give habitual grace, so also to give helping 

[auxilians] and stirring [excitans] grace: therefore, just as for this reason the Church is not 

able to institute effective signs of habitual grace, she will also not be able to institute 

effective signs of helping grace. Nor does St. Thomas speak of this power, especially in 

the latter locus; for he treats of the ceremonies of Baptism, which are done in respect of a 

child, who is not capable of this sort of motion at the time that he is baptized; but afterward 

the ceremony of Baptism is not able to have that physical efficacy. Leaving aside, then, 

this efficacy, which is in no wise probable, it is furthermore shown, that this effect is not 

ex opere operato, for nearly the same reason taken proportionally; because the Church is 

not able to institute a sign, in which sanctifying grace is granted infallibly ex opere 

operato, excluding even physical efficacy; therefore neither can she institute a sign in 

which helping grace is granted infallibly ex opere operato: the consequence is clear, 

because the sole author of either grace is God alone: and thus only he is able to promise 

it infallibly under a sensible sign: and it is not evident that he has given to anyone the 

power of promising this in his name. And it is confirmed, because in no benediction or 

consecration of the Church is there found a promise of this sort, but only prayer, in which 

she entreats from God an effect of this sort. Nor by any testimony, or authority of the 

Church, can it be shown that God has ever promised this; and a spiritual effect ex opere 

operato cannot be understood without a promise. 

Wherefore it should be said secondly, that when sacred things of this sort are deputed 

or blessed, without a prayer of the Church specially ordered to this effect, there is not in 

them any force or special character, on account of which this effect may be attributed to 

them, aside from that, which follows from the nature of the thing, namely, by way of a 
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sign rousing the memory. It is proved, because without the promise and prayer, there 

remains no foundation for such an effect, as will be clearer from the following statement. 

I say thirdly, therefore, that when these sacramentals in their benediction are specially 

ordered by the prayer of the Church to such effects, then by way of impetration, such 

effects are specially conferred by God when sacramentals of this sort are employed; as, 

for example, it is to be believed, that in a consecrated church, by reason of its consecration, 

God attends more particularly to hearing the prayers of the faithful, or arousing their souls 

to devotion: and thus regarding the others. It is proved firstly, from the very prayers of 

the Church, which have great force for impetration before God: for he loves her as his 

spouse: Likewise, because otherwise these prayers would be used in vain, unless they 

could have an effect, at least by way of impetration. But this effect is not entirely 

infallible: because it is not founded in any special promise of God; for, as I have said, 

there is no clear evidence of such a promise; but it is founded in the common law, and 

efficacy of prayer, which does not always have an effect, especially when it is made for 

others. On account of this, this effect is not particular to the new law, as can be gathered 

from the second book of Paralipp. 6. & 2. Machabæor. 3. and from others: which are 

rightly gathered by Waldensis tom. 3. de sacramentalibus, cap. 147. When, therefore, St. 

Thomas says, that in a church or things of this sort there is divine power, he only means 

that on account of the prayers of the Church, God there provides some special help, as 

has been explained. 

Concerning the third effect regarding the remission of sins, there is nothing to be said 

here: because there is no difficulty as regards the remission of mortal sin: for this is not 

remitted except through the infusion of grace, and thus its remission is proper to the 

sacraments. But regarding venial sin, the thing is very doubtful, and depends upon many 

principles to be discussed in the matter on Penance: thus this shall have to be put off until 

quæst. 87. art. 3. where St. Thomas touches upon this. Here only two things can be 

premised, which seem more clear, and are gathered from what has been said in the point 

above. The first is, that those sacramentals, which are not instituted to this effect by the 

Church, do not have it: because this effect must arise from the institution, and 

consequently requires the end, or intention of the institutor: for the sacraments themselves 

do not have any effect, except they have been instituted by the institutor (but I speak 

directly and per se), therefore much more will it be the same in the sacramentals. But a 

very probable sign of this institution and end can be drawn from the mode, and the prayers, 

by which the sacramentals are performed: for if in them there is no mention of, nor 

supplication for such an effect formally, or at least virtually, it is a sign, that they are not 

instituted for this effect: but it will be otherwise, if in performing the sacramentals there 

are adjoined prayers, by which an effect of this sort is asked for. And hence it is likely, 

that the sacramentals, which are most proper to this matter, namely the ceremonies, and 

rites, which are adjoined in the solemn administration of the sacraments, regularly do not 

have this effect; because they are not instituted for this end, but for the adornment of the 

sacraments, and procuring devotion and reverence. The second is, if the Church institutes 

a sacramental for this end (as many think regarding holy water) and adjoins her prayers, 

in which she entreats from God this effect, she can obtain it by way of impetration, at 
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least by impetrating a good movement, by which a man may be freed from venial fault, 

as is clear from the reason given in the preceding point. But whether the sacramentals can 

have greater efficacy for the aforementioned effect, we shall discuss in the aforesaid place. 

Concerning the fourth effect regarding the remission of temporal punishment, there is 

no doubt, that there is in the Church the power to apply from her treasury some 

satisfaction, by reason of which some temporal punishment is remitted beyond the merit 

and proper satisfaction of him, to whom it is applied: as shall be clear in the material on 

indulgences. So it is therefore certain, that the Pontiff could apply a part of this sort of 

satisfaction to a man using this or that sacramental, such as one praying in a consecrated 

church, or another similar thing, which application, if it occurs, will be by way of 

indulgence: I do not see how else it could be attributed by the Church to these 

sacramentals. But whether some sacramentals have been instituted in this way for this 

end, and for bring about this effect in that way, is not sufficiently clear to me: nor do I 

see, with what sufficient foundation it might be affirmed. For, regarding the ceremonies, 

e.g. of Baptism, it is not likely, that they were ordered to this effect, since the sacrament 

by itself is sufficient to do away with the whole punishment, and before Baptism there is 

not a man susceptible of such an effect. Now, regarding the ceremonies of the other 

sacraments, although the manner is not entirely the same, yet the mode of institution 

seems to be similar: and thus, unless it is quite clear in particular regarding some 

sacramental, that it was instituted for this effect, is not to be asserted lightly and without 

foundation. What is much more improbable, though, is what some are related to have said, 

namely, that through sacramentals of this sort, sometimes a temporal punishment is 

remitted before the remission of the venial fault on account of which it is due. Now this 

is improbable, because the guilt of punishment is intrinsically annexed to the fault, 

however long the latter endures, and thus, so long as the fault is not remitted, the guilt of 

punishment can be neither removed, nor diminished; as we shall say again when treating 

of Baptism. 

Regarding the fifth effect, which is to expel, and coerce the demons, it is quite clear, 

from the usage of the Church, and from the prayers, which are said in the performing of 

many of the sacramentals, that this effect is frequently intended by the Church. Hence it 

should be established first of all, that the Church has a special power given by Christ over 

the demons, to command them, or to coerce, or expel them. This is clear from the usage 

and tradition of the Church, which is gathered from Pope Celestine epist. 1. ad Episcop. 

Galliæ, c. 12. where he says: Those who approach the sacrament of regeneration do not 

enter the font of life, before the unclean spirit is driven from them by the Exorcisms, and 

insufflations of Clerics. Whence in the fourth Council of Carthage c. 7. it is said, that to 

Exorcists is given the power to impose hands over the Energumeni, namely, to drive out 

the demons. And the same is found in the Council of Aachen under Louis I. c. 4. Hence 

Justin in Dialog. contra Triph. says, that Christians have been accustomed to adjure the 

demons, and coerce them through the invocation of our Lord Jesus Christ, Before the 

force of whose name (says he) even the demons tremble; the same in Apolog. 1. pro 

Christianis: and Lactantius lib. 2. c. 16. elegantly speaking of the demons, says: They 

indeed do harm, but to those by whom they are feared, whom the powerful and lofty hand 
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of God does not protect, who are foreign to the sacrament of truth. But they fear the just, 

that is, the worshipers of God; by whose name, when adjured, they go forth from bodies, 

by whose words they are struck as if by scourges, which things not only the demons 

themselves confess, but their names as well; because they cannot deceive God, by whom 

they are adjured, nor the just, by whose speech they are tormented. And thus, often with 

great shouts, they proclaim that they are scourged, and burned, and now go hence. 

Tertullian writes of the same thing in Apolog. cap. 32. & lib. ad Scapul. c. 2. The demons 

(he says) we not only repel, but also crush, and daily remove, and expel from bodies. 

Augustine 10. de Civit. c. 22. and often elsewhere recalls this consuetude and power. 

Likewise Cyprian lib. 4. epist. 7. alias epist. 76. circ fin. where Pamelius gathers some 

other things together. 

But the aforementioned Fathers do not explain, whether this effect or efficacy is 

founded in the merit or private prayer of the minister performing it; although sometimes 

they signify this: for without doubt it can be of great benefit; yet it is not to be considered 

the whole cause, no indeed, it is not something simply necessary for this effect, according 

to the common opinion of the Scholastics discussing the Exorcisms, or ceremonies of 

Baptism. St. Thomas infra. q. 71. art. 3. & in 4. d. 6. q. 2. ar. 3. quæstiun. 2. Bonaventure 

ar. 3. q. 2. Richard. ar. 6. q. 1. Palude q. 4. ar. 3. Durandus q. 4. Soto q. 2. ar. 3. Henry 

quodl. 8. q. 35. where he speaks generally of the sacramentals. The cited Fathers also 

think this; insofar as they also attribute this effect to the power, and efficacy of the name 

of Jesus, and his invocation, and to the faith and sanctity of the Church, they also think 

that this comes from a special power given by Christ: which is also gathered from Matth. 

10. Luke. 10. Mark 16. In my name they shall cast out demons: and in the old law there 

seems to have been a similar power: as Jerome notes, in Matth. 12. By whom do your 

children cast them out? All the more reason, therefore, will it be in the new law. And it is 

confirmed, because just as in the administration of the sacraments, the effect does not 

depend upon the sanctity of the minister, because it is performed not in his own person, 

but in the person of Christ: thus neither in the sacramentals, which are instituted for this 

effect, does their efficacy depend upon the sanctity of the minister, because it is 

performed, not in his own person, but in the person of the Church: indeed, it is for this 

reason that he is consecrated, and ordained for this function, and uses the determinate 

words and prayers instituted by the Church; therefore, although the sanctity and merit of 

the minister can contribute something, yet this is neither the only nor a necessary cause 

of this effect. 

But there remains to be explained, of what sort this power is, and what is the mode of 

working this effect. In this, first of all, to be rejected is the opinion, which the Scholastics 

refer: that this power of expelling demons can be natural, with which opinion Burgensis 

1. Regum 16. does not disagree much, attributing this power to music, and certain other 

natural qualities, yet it is a ridiculous opinion. For since a demon is a spiritual substance, 

it cannot be harmed, nor suffer anything from natural qualities: therefore neither can it be 

compelled, to remove from a human body. Likewise, a demon does not have presence, or 

union with a human body which depends upon its corporal dispositions, such that when a 

transmutation occurs in the body, the demon is forced to retreat thence. And although 
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perhaps it could sometimes happen that a demon is impeded on account of a change of 

the body, so that it cannot, or at least, cannot so easily trouble a man with some sort of 

passion or alteration, yet it cannot simply speaking be impeded from possessing a man, 

and moving his members or humors locally. Moreover, although this seems certain also 

in other things, yet it is much more certain in the ceremonies or sacramentals of the 

Church, of which we treat, because the Church only uses prayers, command, and sacred 

signs, in which no natural efficacy can be discovered; therefore it is a supernatural power 

and efficacy. 

Now it should be said secondly, that this does not occur through physical action or 

efficiency, in the first place because it is not necessary, nor can it be founded, nor is it to 

be freely imagined. Secondly, because often there is no interceding effect, which occurs 

through physical efficiency, because either this effect occurs in man: and this is not the 

case, because none can with probability be thought of; or it occurs in the demon; and this 

chiefly can be local motion; because the demon is compelled to remove hence: for no 

other positive thing can be imagined, which occurs in the demon: but this effect does not 

always occur: for sometimes the demon is only impeded from harming or tempting, even 

if it is not compelled to remove from the place, and then it cannot be understood what 

physical effect occurs in the demon, or how it is impeded by physical action; but only 

through divine power which compels it, or removes its concursus. But if sometimes it is 

also compelled to change place, or leave, although this can be understood to be done by 

an extrinsic agent by way of physical action, yet it is not necessary that it occur thus, for 

since the demons perceive human words and signs, and understand their meaning, it is in 

a moral manner that they are commanded, and are compelled to obey: this effect, 

therefore, occurs in a moral and not physical manner. 

But it still remains to be explained, what is the mode, and root of this moral efficacy. 

It is responded, that three can be assigned. The first is as it were connatural, supposing 

the mysteries of our faith, for since the demon recognizes and believes the power of 

Christ, albeit unwilling, and knows itself to be defeated and conquered by his Cross, from 

this very fact, it follows as it were from the nature of the thing, that, upon hearing the 

name of Christ, it recoils, and upon seeing his cross, it is in a certain way tormented, and 

confounded. And thus the Saints have most of all made use of these two signs, of the 

Cross and of the name of Christ, to achieve this effect. Whence Lactantius lib. 3. c. 27. 

says, Just as Christ, when he was amongst men, made all the demons to flee with a word, 

so now his followers, in the name of their Master, and with the sign of his passion, shut 

them out from men. Thus also Origen, Homil. 6. in Exod. says, What do the demons fear, 

why do they tremble? without doubt, the cross of Christ, in which they are conquered 

entirely. The second is the force of impetrating, founded not only in the minister, but in 

the sanctity of the whole Church, in whose person the minister prays, and this effect 

occurs by reason of this intercession by way of impetration, just as has been said regarding 

the second. The third cause is probable, a special power given to the Church by Christ the 

Lord for commanding demons, who are compelled to obey from the will of Christ himself: 

indeed this power seems to be gathered from the cited places of Scripture, and from the 

usage and tradition of the Church: for when in the Ordination of Exorcists she gives them 
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power against demons, it seems that she not only grants to them the faculty of praying for 

this effect in her name, but also transfers to them some special power conceded to her by 

Christ, and it is perhaps of this that Justin speaks q. 40. ad gentes, when he says, that there 

is a force, which does not fall under the senses, which strikes fear in the demons when 

they are commanded by the Church. Augustine lib. 83. quæstionum, q. 79. also seems to 

call this the public, and commanding law, and the power of the most high God, which is 

sometimes granted to the Saints, that they might command the lowest powers. It is true, 

that these and other testimonies can be understood of gratuitous grace [gratia gratis data], 

to which pertains the grace of miracles; which sometimes is granted to holy men over the 

demons. Concerning this one may read an excellent account in Gregory of Nyssa, orat. de 

S. Gregorio Thaumaturgo: nevertheless they can also be understood of the ordinary 

power, which Augustine, also above, calls the public administration, which occurs at the 

command of him, To whom all of creation is subject; and in the same way he says in the 

same place, that sometimes evil Christians, or schismatics, or heretics, through the name 

of Christ, or Christian words, or sacraments, demand something of the powers who are 

commanded to yield to the honor of Christ: and these he in the same place calls signs of 

public justice, which have efficacy on account of the honor of the most excellent 

Imperator. But if you should ask, why these signs are not always efficacious, or why this 

effect is not always infallible, Augustine responds in the same place, saying, But when 

the powers do not yield to signs of this sort, it is something God himself prevents in hidden 

ways, when he judges it just and useful, […] either for confounding evil men, when it is 

necessary that they be confounded, or for warning good men, in order that they progress 

in faith, and be able to do these things not arrogantly, but to advantage; or to distinguish 

the gifts of the members of the Church. And so this effect is not so absolutely promised, 

that it cannot be impeded, either for a private, or a public cause. For since this effect does 

not pertain to the gift of sanctifying grace [gratia gratum faciens], but to a certain sort of 

liberation from the evil of punishment, it can be impeded not only by one’s own demerit 

or obstacle, but also for the sake of the greater advantage of the soul, or as an example for 

others, or for some other benefit of the Church. 

Regarding the sixth effect, which is some temporal or corporal benefit, there is nothing 

new to be added, for there is no doubt, that some ceremonies, or benedictions have been 

instituted by the church for the impetration of effects of this sort, as is discussed at length 

by Waldensis tom. 3. de sacramentalibus, c. 163. & seqq. Yet this effect only obtains by 

way of impetration, speaking directly and per se; but per accidens, and in order to remove 

a hindrance, sometimes it is accustomed to be obtained by coercing the power of the 

demons, in the way that the Church is accustomed to use exorcisms to repel a tempest, or 

to rout off harmful beasts, as in 2.2. q. 90. of St. Thomas, and Soto lib. 8. de iust. & iur. 

q. 3. art. 3. 

 


